JARMO SAARI SOLU
A one-man guitar band that sounds like a whole orchestra. Just
when you thought that you had heard everything, Jarmo Saari
SOLU brings electric guitar to the new millenium.
Composer-musician Jarmo Saari (b. 1970) is one of the leading
Finnish guitarists of his generation. Saari has carried out his
musical vision in diverse environments and collaborated as a
musician and/or composer with percussion master Trilok
Gurtu, sax giant Michael Brecker, prog legend Pekka Pohjola,
world famous Tapiola Choir, chartbusting rock band Don
Huonot, Finnish treasure Umo Jazz Orchestra, trombone guru
Nils Landgren and a cappella phenomena Rajaton, to name a
few.
His sonic landscapes and often multi-layered real-time sound
processing - created by the electric guitar, human voice or
several odd instruments, including theremin and glassharp are essential on his solo albums and have enriched the sound
of many jazz combos, rock groups, chamber ensembles and big
bands. He has performed in 25 countries and is featured on
over 60 albums.
Saari has also made distinctive studio albums as a dedicated
producer for a dozen top artists varying from jazz to tango,
pop, rock or electronic music. His highly visual composition
style is well documented in his works for cinema,
contemporary dance, theatre and television. In 2006 he started
collaborating with Tero Saarinen Company on a contemporary
dance production called 'Next of Kin' as well as with film
director Mika Kaurismäki on 'Sonic mirror' featuring Billy
Cobham and film score of 'The house of branching love'.
"For me music is about love, interaction, adventure, being
curious and making choices. As abstract as it may seem music
affects us and brings us joy, relief and sense of intuition, our
primitive subconsciousness. It's my pleasure and responsibility
as an artist to dig in deeper and reach higher, no matter how
difficult or dangerous it seems. I want to think of myself as
poet, painter, laboratorian, explorer or medicine man. A
craftsman with one foot jammed in soil and the other in outer
space." (Jarmo Saari)
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